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Abstract 

Social pain, caused by ostracism, has been linked to physical pain through behavioral and 

neuroimaging studies (Eisenberger, Lieberman, & Williams, 2003; Eisenberger, Jarcho, 

Lieberman, & Naliboff, 2006), and the present study extended the research on this link by 

examining the effect of ostracism on pain in the context of a close relationship. Seventy-two 

college students were tested for thermal thresholds and cold pressor tolerances before or after an 

ostracism (Cyberball) or control (inclusion) manipulation (Williams, Cheung, & Choi, 2000). 

This study examined students in romantic relationships, friendships, and stranger pairs to 

determine if ostracism affects physical pain sensitivity. The results of the study indicate that 

inclusion or repeated pain testing in general, rather than ostracism may cause increased pain 

sensitivity, though males in romantic relationships who were ostracized did exhibit the expected 

direction of pain sensitivity change. Implications for the study of ostracism as a source of social 

pain and the possibility of stress, safety signals, and jealousy interacting with ostracism 

manipulations are discussed. 
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Background 

Overview 

 Pain, a vital part of the human experience, is necessary for survival; and in social 

animals, such as humans, social pain may serve a similar adaptive purpose. Social animals who 

are isolated from their groups will not have the protection and resources of the group and will not 

survive. Physical pain can undergo modulation in the central nervous system, and the perception 

of pain can change based on the activity of modulatory mechanisms. Rather than a one-to-one 

correspondence between injury or noxious stimulus and pain, the sensory experience of pain can 

result from innocuous stimulation, and a noxious stimulus can fail to cause the feeling of pain 

(Melzack & Wall, 1965). Pain modulation can result from a variety of factors, including 

elements of the social environment. Ostracism is one such social context, and the experience of 

ostracism has been linked to physical pain in a variety of studies (e.g. Eisenberger, Lieberman, & 

Williams, 2003; Eisenberger, Jarcho, Lieberman, & Naliboff, 2006). Ostracism and its 

connection to pain has been studied in terms of stranger-induced ostracism, and this study seeks 

to extend the research findings on the connection between ostracism and pain by involving pairs 

of participants in different relationships. This background will review the relevant literature 

about the nature of physical pain, pain modulatory processes, ostracism, and relationship 

contexts. 

Can an absence of pain hurt? 

In a family in Kuwait, five of the ten children have a health condition that will indirectly 

force them into a life of physical disability. Their joints, including their hips and knees, are 

swollen and misshapen, and they have sustained a variety of burns and bruises. Some of the 

children have bitten their fingernails off down to their hands, and all of the children have 
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difficulty regulating their body temperatures (Fath, Hassanein, & James, 1983). They have 

congenital insensitivity to pain with anhidrosis (CIPA): they do not feel pain and are unable to 

produce sweat (Fath et al., 1983). The children could not tell when they had been injured and 

therefore did not take protective or preventative measures. Despite wounds on their feet, they 

continue to walk barefoot, and their father has to pour water on them in the heat of the day so 

that they do not experience hyperthermia (Fath et al., 1983).  

Individuals suffering from CIPA provide insight into the adaptive nature of pain. In order 

for people to survive, they need to be able to recognize danger and harmful situations (Rhudy & 

Meagher, 2001). Pain signals danger and motivates animals to avoid the painful stimulus and to 

allow the injury to recover. Pain can be experienced differently in varied situations, but, in the 

end, some form of pain must be felt in order for healing and stimulus avoidance to occur. 

Despite the evolutionarily derived benefits of pain, certain categories of pain (e.g., 

chronic pain) are serious clinical problems that cause physical, emotional, and psychological 

suffering for both the patients and the caregivers. Specifically, chronic pain affects about twenty 

percent of the world’s adult population, costs over $150 billion in the United States alone 

(Tracey & Mantyh, 2007), and shows a high rate of comorbidity with depression (Pauli, 

Wiedemann, & Nickola, 1999). The treatment of pain in medical contexts sometimes does not 

provide enough relief for patients. This lack of substantive treatment is due to doctors’ fears of 

narcotic addiction (Angell, 1982) and the widely prevalent notion (among both doctors and 

patients) that expressing or treating pain is a sign of weakness on the part of the sufferer 

(Weissman, 2004).  The nebulous and subjective nature of pain contributes to the difficulty 

surrounding clinical management, and, in order to effectively treat and prevent it, pain has to be 

defined and mapped within the human nervous system.   
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Pain in History and Today 

 The definitions of pain have changed over time depending on the historical climate and 

the advancements of science. The ancient Greeks saw pain as an “appetite” rather than as a 

sensation (Fields, 1999); and individuals living in the early 19th century, may have seen pain as a 

cure since doctors used a variety of painful forms of “medicine” including bleeding and burning 

flesh (Morris, 1998).  People have also historically viewed pain as a message or punishment 

from a deity. The scientific study of pain began with new conceptions of pain as a scientific 

entity that could be studied. This new formulation of pain relegated physical and emotional pain 

to separate domains (Morris, 1998), and psychophysiologists began studying pain as a 

quantitative sensory experience (Fields, 1999). Pain, however, also has an emotional component 

in its unpleasant nature, and the current definition of pain encompasses both the sensory and 

emotional elements (Fields, 1999).  

 The International Association for the Study of Pain states that pain is “an unpleasant 

sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or described 

in terms of such damage” (Merskey & Bogduk, 1994, pp. 210).  This definition incorporates the 

idea of pain as both emotional and sensory; however, a discrepancy exists concerning the 

dichotomy between sensation and emotion in pain (Fields, 1999). One theory posits that both 

painfulness and unpleasantness are sensory in nature and arise from parallel neural processing 

(Fields, 1999). Research on the psychological and social influences on pain examines both the 

emotional and sensory components of pain processing and how they arise from nervous system 

functioning. 
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Pain Processing 

Pain processing begins with a tissue damaging or potentially tissue-damaging stimulus at 

the body’s periphery, which interacts with nociceptors, or sensors that detect this tissue damage. 

A-delta fibers and C fibers are nociceptors, which are sensory axons involved in pain processing 

(Wall, 2000). A-delta, which are thinner and respond to higher levels of pressure and 

temperature, are myelinated axons. C fibers are thin and unmyelinated and respond to 

mechanical, chemical, and thermal stimuli (Wall, 2000). Mechanical, chemical, and thermal 

stimulation are the three types of immediate pain-provoking mechanisms. When noxious 

stimulus comes into contact with the periphery, secondary changes in the nervous system cause 

more pain when the nociceptors discharge peptides that lead to vasodilation (i.e., the widening of 

the blood vessels). Additionally, cell breakage causes other chemicals to be released, leading to 

increased pain. Inflammation occurs from the vasodilation and the spilling of chemicals from the 

cells into the surrounding area (Wall, 2000). The nerve fibers synapse at the spinal cord, with the 

C fibers synapsing on cells in the upper laminae of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, and the A-

beta and A-delta fibers synapsing on cells in the lower laminae of the dorsal horn (Wall, 2000). 

From the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, neurons ascend to the brain to inform the brain of the 

noxious input, and the brain also relays descending information that modulates the subjective 

experience of pain (Wall, 2000). 

An influential theory about pain pathways, the Gate Control Theory states that three 

different systems influence pain sensation and perception: the substantia gelatinosa, the dorsal 

column fibers, and the spinal cord transmission (T) cells that relay information to the action 

system (Melzack & Wall, 1965). The substantia gelatinosa, located in the dorsal horn of the 

spinal cord, receives input from large diameter and small diameter fibers, and inhibits the T cells 
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(Melzack & Wall, 1965). The large diameter fibers provide positive input to the substantia 

gelatinosa, causing an increase in inhibition, whereas the small diameter fibers inhibit the 

substantia gelatinosa, leading to a decrease in inhibition on the T cells (Melzack & Wall, 1965). 

The brain’s role in the gate-control system involves activating descending pain pathways, 

whereby information from the dorsal columns acts as a signal for brain processes to either “open 

the gate” for further small fiber activity or to “close the gate “and decrease the small fiber, and 

therefore T cell, activity (Melzack & Wall, 1965).  

Pain Modulation 

 The Gate Control Theory (Melzack & Wall, 1965) advanced the study of pain and 

provided a plausible explanation for the lack of a one-to-one correspondence between pain 

stimulus and pain perception. One aspect of this divergence between stimulus and perception 

occurs when the brain increases or decreases the amount of pain felt by an individual in a given 

context. Endogenous opioids, which are internally produced analgesic chemicals, are one part of 

this pain modulation system (Meldrum, 2003). In addition to the presence of endogenous 

opioids, increased pain response in cats following transection of the brain from the spinal cord 

provides further evidence of a pain modulatory system (Sherrington, 1906). 

Additionally, brain-implanted electrodes delivering electrical stimulation to any of the 

following brain areas produce analgesia in rats experiencing tail shock or limb pinching: dorsal 

tegmentum, the ventral tegmentum, the dorsal, medial thalamus, and the area between the ventral 

tegmentum and the posterior hypothalamus (Mayer, Wolfle, Akil, Carder, & Liebeskind, 1971). 

In this study, the brain stimulation was either produced by a constant current or was delivered in 

separate blocks, and the pain behavior was operationalized as withdrawal and/or squeaking. 

Some of the analgesia-producing brain areas also corresponded to areas that provide self-
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stimulation reward, but there was a dissociation between analgesia and self-stimulation. Some of 

the analgesic areas did not provide self-stimulation reward, and some of the reward areas did not 

produce analgesic effects. The brain stimulation activated a system in the brain that exists to 

decrease pain, which corresponds to the idea of a central gate-control (Mayer et al., 1971).  

Naloxone, an opiate antagonist, partially eliminates analgesia from electrical stimulation 

to the periaqueductal gray (PAG) (Cannon & Liebeskind, 1987). Stimulation produced analgesia 

(SPA) can occur through opioid or non-opioid mechanisms depending on where it is occurring: 

SPA in the dorsal raphe nucleus and subjacent tegmentum is at least partially opioid driven, but 

SPA in the dorsal regions of the medial PAG is non-opioid reliant (Cannon & Liebeskind, 1987). 

In a human study, electrodes were inserted into the brains of thirty-five chronic pain patients, and 

their brains were stimulated in order to examine the effects of SPA on chronic pain. Twenty-nine 

patients were followed after about twenty months, and the researchers found that forty-eight 

percent of the patients had “excellent” pain relief and that all of these patients had received 

stimulation to their PAG and periventricular gray regions (Young, Feldman, Kroening, Fulton, & 

Morris, 1984).  

The PAG plays an important role in of pain modulation, as do other sites in the brain, 

many of them located in frontal regions. For instance, when people are distracted, the 

cingulofrontal cortex induces the PAG and posterior thalamus to “close the gate” and inhibit the 

pain pathways (Tracey & Mantyh, 2007). The PAG can be activated through electrical or 

chemical stimulation to produce analgesia. The PAG works in tandem with the rostroventral 

medulla (RVM), but the RVM is theorized to be the “final common output for descending 

influences from sites rostral in the brain” (Gebhart, 2004, pp. 730). Both the medial and lateral 

parts of the RVM must be blocked in order to counteract the pain inhibition from the PAG 
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(Gebhart, 2004).  The endogenous opioid receptors, the presence of stimulation produced 

analgesia, and the activation of brain areas such as the PAG through both chemical and electrical 

mechanisms provide converging evidence toward the presence of a descending modulatory 

system located in the nervous system.  

The nervous system seems to have evolved to inhibit pain perception, and one of the 

ways in which this system is activated is through stress. When footshock is used as a stressor in 

rats, analgesia produced by “prolonged, intermittent” stress is blocked by naloxone, while “brief, 

continuous” stress produces analgesia that is not blocked by naloxone (Lewis, Terman, Shavit, 

Nelson, & Liebeskind, 1984, pp. 278). Stress-induced analgesia has the evolutionarily adaptive 

function of protecting animals during the fight or flight stage of stress. This protective response 

would allow an animal to protect itself from a predator by temporarily ignoring injury, and this 

would in turn allow for the animal to maximize its fight or flight capabilities and ensure a greater 

chance of survival (Robinson et al., 2002).  

 The processes of pain perception and pain modulation, such as those involved in stress 

induced analgesia and stimulation-produced analgesia, occur in multiple brain areas that are 

collectively considered the “pain matrix”. These areas include the primary and secondary 

somatosensory cortices, the insula, the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), the prefrontal cortices 

(PFC), and the thalamus (Tracey & Mantyh, 2007). Pain modulation is associated with increased 

activation in the rostral ACC and the PFC as demonstrated by the effects of opioid and placebo 

induced analgesia (Tracey & Mantyh, 2007). The PAG, as demonstrated in part through its role 

in SPA, is also associated with the modulation of pain, and distraction from pain is known to 

activate the PAG. Chronic pain and apoptosis in the PAG are positively associated, which lends 
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support to a theory that chronic pain arises from a neurodegenerative disorder in pain modulatory 

pathways (Tracey & Mantyh, 2007). 

Expectation and Attention and Pain 

 The brain’s ability to modulate pain can depend on the cognitive framework a person 

applies to a given situation. Expectation of pain and attention to pain can alter the intensity and 

unpleasantness of the pain experience. For example, Sawamoto et al. (2000) demonstrated this 

effect in a study designed to determine how expectation of pain affects pain perception and the 

corresponding brain area activation. The experimenters administered thermal pain to participants 

in three different contexts: uncertain painful stimulus, uncertain nonpainful stimulus, and certain 

nonpainful stimulus. As predicted, participants rated the painful stimulus and the uncertain 

nonpainful stimulus as more unpleasant than the certain nonpainful stimulus. They also showed 

evidence for more activation in the ACC and parietal operculum/posterior insula in the uncertain 

nonpainful condition than in the certain nonpainful condition (Sawamoto et al., 2000).  

 Similarly to expectation, attention can also play a role in pain perception in both human 

and non-human animals. In an animal model of distraction, mice in cages with novel objects 

exhibited less pain behavior than mice in cages without novel objects. The mice in the study 

received hind paw injections of formalin, a noxious substance that causes “tonic and persistent” 

pain  (Ford, Moriarty, McGuire, & Finn, 2008, pp. 971). The mice were placed in one of three 

cages: novel object, novel environment, and control (neither novel object or environment). Mice 

in the novel environment condition showed less pain behavior than the control group for the first 

five minutes following the injection. Mice in the novel object condition exhibited less pain 

behavior than the control group for the first twenty minutes following injection (Ford et al., 

2008). One possible explanation for these results was that the novel objects and novel 
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environments were leading to stress and the pain was decreased in those conditions to due stress-

induced analgesia; however, none of the mice in any of the conditions differed in terms of 

corticosterone levels (Ford et al., 2008). Therefore, the effects of novel object and novel 

environment on pain can be attributed to their roles as sources of distraction. 

In humans, the role of distraction for pain perception becomes more complicated because 

of individual differences in cognitions concerning pain and health. Health anxiety, as defined by 

cognitive behavioral theory, is manifested in “dysfunctional assumptions and beliefs about 

symptoms and disease based on past experiences” that are “triggered by critical incidents” 

(Hadjistavropoulos, Hadjistavropoulos, & Quine, 2000, pp. 426). This theory also proposes that 

health anxious people will try to avoid thinking about or confronting “information or situations 

that evoke health anxiety” (pp. 426).  The avoidance of these thoughts leads health anxious 

individuals to experience more pain and to interpret nonpainful stimuli as painful. Health anxious 

participants report greater pain and more anxiety when placed in a distraction condition than 

when placed in an attention condition. Individuals low on health anxiety show the opposite 

pattern: greater pain and anxiety when placed in attention conditions versus distraction 

conditions (Hadjistavropoulos et al., 2000). In this study, individuals with chronic pain who were 

attending physiotherapy sessions were instructed to attend one of their sessions with specific 

instructions. The instructions the participants received placed them in one of three conditions: 

focus on the physical experience of the physical therapy (attention); think about topics unrelated 

physical therapy (distraction; or act in a typical manner (control) (Hadjistavropoulos et al., 

2000). Pain perception can be modulated not only through attention but also through the different 

ways in which people interpret their experience and point of focus. The interpretation of context 
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affects pain perception in multiple ways, including the ways in which individuals form 

cognitions concerning pain relief. 

Placebo Effects 

 One of the most well known psychological influences on pain is the placebo analgesic 

effect. One theory behind the effect states that administering an analgesic placebo leads the 

patient to expect a reward, in this case a decrease in pain, and that the reward pathways in the 

brain become activated, causing pain reduction (Enck, Benedetti, & Schedlowski, 2008). In a 

study using positron emission tomography, researchers found that administering a placebo 

caused activation of the opioid system in the ACC, the orbitofrontal cortex, the insular cortex, 

the nucleus accumbens, the amygdala, and the PAG (Enck et al., 2008). Additionally, there was a 

positive association between dopamine and opioid activity and the patients’ perceived 

effectiveness of the placebo (Enck et al., 2008). Research on increasing placebo efficacy has 

shown that participants who respond at one point to an analgesic placebo are more likely to 

respond to the same placebo at a later point than participants who did not respond the first time. 

However, participants who respond to one type of placebo are not more likely to respond to a 

different placebo at a later time than participants who did not respond the first time. Though the 

placebo analgesic effect is well documented, there is still a lack of understanding about the way 

in which it works and how to increase its effectiveness (Whalley, Hyland, & Kirsch, 2008).  

Both stress and sex have been implicated in explanations of the mechanisms and effects 

of placebo analgesia. Stress reduction was thought to partially explain the placebo mechanism, 

but a recent study provided evidence refuting this hypothesis. Cortisol level, a physiological 

measure of stress, does not have to decrease upon administration of a placebo in order for the 

placebo to create analgesic effects (Flaten, Aslaksen, Finset, Simonsen, & Johansen, 2006). In 
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terms of gender, males display lower pain tolerance for mechanical pain when they are not given 

information or when they are given neutral information about the placebo (“low dose”) as 

compared to when they are given positive information about the placebo (“very powerful pain 

reliever”), while females do not show this difference (Flaten et al., 2006, pp. 83). In this study, 

females did not experience pain analgesia from the placebo in either situation, but females did 

exhibit higher levels of cortisol after the pain testing than the males (Flaten et al., 2006). One 

potential explanation is that since female nurses conducted the experiment, there may have been 

some reporting biases from both genders. The different stress levels were attributed to males 

reacting positively to social support from the opposite sex as opposed to females who do not 

react favorably (Flaten et al., 2006). 

Emotion and Pain 

 In addition to cognitive influences on pain perception, such as expectation, attention, and 

the placebo effect, affective responses can also modulate pain. One of the main roles of emotion 

is to promote survival by motivating animals to avoid harm. Emotion and pain are therefore 

inherently connected in their evolutionary functions. Similarly to the conception of pain as 

consisting of two dimensions (affective and sensory), the motivational priming hypothesis of 

emotion posits that emotion consists of two different aspects: valence and arousal (Rhudy & 

Meagher, 2001). This theory explains the adaptive nature of emotions by classifying them into 

systems that correspond to different survival mechanisms. The valence dimension of emotion 

describes the degree of pleasantness, and the arousal dimension describes the degree of 

excitation (Rhudy & Meagher, 2001). Emotions, as categorized in these dimensions, are 

evolutionarily driven mechanisms that promote survival behaviors (Klossika et al., 2006). 

Positive emotions arise from the appetitive system, which is the system that guides animals 
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towards survival promoting behavior. The negative emotions are part of the defensive system, 

which is the system that promotes avoidance of harmful situations and stimuli (Rhudy & 

Meagher, 2001).  

Emotion and pain are intertwined in that noxious stimuli activate the defensive system 

and lead animals to withdraw from and avoid the injurious stimuli. The arousal dimension in this 

model refers to the degree to which a given system is activated. For example, the fight-or-flight 

stress response would be composed of a negative emotion (i.e. low on the valence dimension) 

combined with a high level of arousal and would activate the defensive system more than a 

negative emotion that was low on arousal, such as sadness. The affective component of pain is 

thought to be associated with activation in brain areas also associated with pain perception: the 

ACC and the amygdala (Rhudy & Meagher, 2001). Pain and emotion also overlap in the ability 

of emotion to modulate pain perception. For example, experiencing negative emotions increases 

pain perception and experiencing positive emotions ameliorates painful experiences; however, 

negative emotion that is also arousing leads to decreased pain, such as in cases of stress induced 

analgesia (Rhudy & Meagher, 2001).  

 A further link between emotion and pain involves evidence of atypical pain modulation 

in clinical populations. Individuals suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder have shown 

decreased pain sensitivity and less activation in the amygdala and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex 

following pain stimulation as compared to healthy controls (Klossika et al., 2006). This pattern 

provides evidence for the role of the amygdala in the emotional aspect of pain, though it also 

defies clinical data regarding individuals with PTSD: people with PTSD tend to report more 

chronic pain than healthy individuals (Klossika et al., 2006). The importance of emotion 

regulation in pain perception is partially explained by individuals with bipolar disorder: they 
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report higher pain thresholds than healthy controls in laboratory experiments (Klossika et al., 

2006).  This finding links emotional dysregulation to pain sensitivity, but it does not provide 

evidence in regards to the specific phases of bipolar disorder and their effects on pain perception.  

Depression has also been linked to different responses to pain. Depressed patients have 

lower pain thresholds on the left sides of their bodies than on their right sides, and emotional 

stimuli are recognized more quickly when presented to the left visual field (Pauli, Wiedemann, & 

Nickola, 1999). Both the left side of the body and the left visual field correspond to the right 

hemisphere, and the right hemisphere shows increased activation during pain stimulation as 

compared to the left hemisphere (Pauli et al., 1999). Higher scores on a depression inventory are 

also associated with more right than left hemisphere activation (Pauli et al., 1999). Taken 

together, these results implicate the right hemisphere’s role in emotion and pain and show 

support for the relationship between different emotional and psychological states and the 

experience of pain. Individual differences, (e.g. mental health), can also combine with social 

factors to influence pain, such as with the effect of gender on pain. 

Sex Differences 

 Sex can play a role in both how individuals experience pain and in how they report their 

pain sensation. Research on sex differences in pain in animal models have focused for the most 

part on rats and the results have differed depending on the type of pain testing (Miaskowski, 

1999). Earlier studies have shown that females have lower thresholds for footshock, and later 

studies revealed that the level of tolerance was different at different points in the estrus cycle, 

which is evidence of a hormonal cause of sex differences in pain perception (Miaskowski, 1999). 

Thermal pain stimulation in rats, as measured by tail-flick latency when the tail is heated, leads 

to higher latencies for females than for males. Following ovariectomies in female rats, the 
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latency times for females decreased, further implicating the role of hormones in the pain 

response to noxious heat (Miaskowski, 1999). 

 The research on human pain reveals a sex difference of higher thresholds such that for 

men than for women. Two different theories have circulated regarding this difference: hormones 

playing differential roles in pain perception and the social context of pain reporting (Miaskowski, 

1999). Much attention as been paid to the second of the two theories since laboratory studies can 

easily address the social context of pain. The social context is relevant for sex because of the 

stereotypical expectation that men are more able to endure pain than women, and, moreover, able 

to endure pain without complaint (Levine & De Simone, 1991). For example, Levine and De 

Simone (1991) investigated the role of the sex of the experimenter on the participants’ reports of 

pain in order to determine how participants respond to experimenters of their same or opposite 

sex. Using the cold pressor test, it was found that there was a main effect of sex with females 

reporting higher levels of pain than males. There was also an interaction with experimenter sex 

in that men reported lower pain ratings to female experimenters than to male experimenters 

(Levine & De Simone, 1991). There were no differences in pain reports when the participants 

reported to experimenters of their same sex (Levine & De Simone, 1991).  

 Sex can interact with other social cues, such as status, to effect pain perception. For 

instance, Kállai, Barke, and Voss (2004) varied whether the experimenter was a professor or a 

student in addition to varying whether or not the experimenter and participant were of the same 

sex. In the cold pressor test, which involves submerging one’s arm in ice water, a main effect of 

experimenter status emerged, with participants displaying longer tolerances if the experimenter 

was a professor than if the experimenter was a student. Additionally, participants tolerated the 

cold pressor test longer if the experimenter was a member of the opposite sex, though the 
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participants reported a higher intensity of pain when the experimenter was female than when the 

experimenter was male (Kállai et al., 2004). 

The effect of sex on pain perception is hypothesized to occur through a variety of 

mechanisms, including differential activation of the autonomic nervous system or as a reporting 

bias due to social context effects (i.e. men “needing” to appear stronger than women) (Aslaksen, 

Myrbakk, Høifødt, & Flaten, 2007). A study on the autonomic responses during pain testing 

found no differences in heart rate variability or skin conductance levels based on participant and 

experimenter sex (Aslaksen et al., 2007). This evidence indirectly provides support for the theory 

of sex effect as psychosocial in nature and an effect that does not arise from differential 

autonomic responses. Since humans are social animals, it stands to reason that pain, an 

evolutionarily adaptive mechanism, can be affected by the social context, which includes the 

presence of people of the same or opposite sex in the environment. The social context can affect 

pain perception in a variety of ways, and one such way occurs when a conspecific appears to be 

experiencing pain.  

Empathy 

 Empathy for pain has been shown to increase the pain sensitivity of the observer, and 

provides evidence for the connection between the social situation and pain (e.g., Singer et al., 

2004; Hein & Singer, 2008; Loggia, Mogil, & Bushnell, 2008). The present study is focused on 

the more specific connection between social pain and physical pain, but the role of empathy in 

pain perception provides a foundation for this more specific connection. The social brain 

hypothesis posits that the reason that primates have comparatively large brains relative to other 

vertebrates is due to the fact that primates engage in more social behavior than other animals 

(Dunbar, 2007). However, social activity is not limited to primates, and evidence of social 
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behaviors can be seen among many orders of animals, including mice. Mice display more pain 

behaviors in response to the writhing test (i.e. when the stomach cavity is injected with a weak 

acid) when they are with mice that are also in pain, but only when the other mice are cagemates. 

The mice’s behavior in this study was hypothesized to be an exhibition of a low level form of 

empathic behavior (Langford et al., 2006). Empathy, which is defined as “an affective state, 

caused by sharing of the emotions or sensory states of another person” (Hein & Singer, 2008, pp. 

25) has evolved from actions such as imitation in lower orders of animals to allow for learning 

about impending danger and understanding the social context (Goubert et al., 2005).  

 In human lab studies, empathy for pain is elicited by having participants, in some 

capacity, view others in pain. One study revealed that similar brain areas are activated if female 

participants experience pain from electric shock as if they watch their male romantic partner 

experience pain from electric shock (Singer et al., 2004).  In both of those conditions, there is 

activation in the ACC and the right anterior insula, but the somatosensory cortices are activated 

only when experiencing pain, which provides evidence that pain empathy activates the affective, 

but not sensory, neural components of the pain matrix (Singer et al., 2004). However, other 

studies have shown that there is activation in the primary somatosensory cortex as a result of 

pain empathy when participants are told to focus on the intensity of pain the other person is 

experiencing (Hein & Singer, 2008) There is also more activation in both the ACC and the 

anterior insula when participants feel empathy towards a sufferer of acute, rather than chronic, 

pain (Hein & Singer, 2008). As further evidence of an overlap between pain and empathy in the 

nervous systems, there is neural activation in the ACC and insula in response to seeing facial 

expressions of pain (Botvinick et al., 2004).  
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 Seeing another person in pain does not necessarily equate to empathizing with that person 

and experiencing that person’s pain. The anterior cingulate and anterior insula show activation 

when participants view confederates who have treated them fairly in pain, but males do not show 

the same neural activation pattern when they view unfair confederates in pain (Singer et al., 

2006). In another study on empathy and pain perception, a confederate recited a scripted story 

that made him appear either sympathetic or unsympathetic (Loggia et al., 2008). After he told the 

story, the participants viewed the confederate in pain. The participants were then tested for their 

own thermal pain sensitivity, and the participants who heard the sympathetic story reported 

higher pain sensitivity than participants who heard the unsympathetic story. This finding 

provides evidence that the empathy pathways for pain were activated selectively based on 

hearing a sympathetic story and viewing a person in pain. The viewing of a sympathetic other in 

pain affected the actual pain experience of the participants (Loggia et al., 2008).  

 Empathy for pain can also change based on the neurological state of an individual, and 

neurodevelopmental conditions, such as Asperger syndrome, can affect how people respond to 

others in pain. Research on neurodevelopmental conditions and empathy provide insight to the 

connection between empathic states and the nervous system. One study examined the different 

neural responses of neurotypical individuals as compared to individuals with Asperger syndrome 

when they viewed another person in pain (Minio-Paluello, Baron-Cohen, Avenanti, Walsh, & 

Aglioti, 2009). Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was applied to participants’ left 

primary motor cortices in order to induce motor-evoked potentials in their right hands. The 

motor-evoked potentials are electrical signals that correspond to muscle movement resulting 

from the stimulation of the corresponding part of the motor cortex. During the TMS, 

electromyogram recordings were taken from two of the right hand muscles. The participants then 
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viewed a series of video clips that showed a hand, a hand penetrated by a needle, a hand touched 

by a cotton swab, and a tomato penetrated by a needle.  Motor-evoked potentials from the hand 

are typically reduced when one’s hand is in pain, and the same principle applies to viewing 

another’s hand in pain. The response of inhibition to viewing another person in pain is termed 

“sensorimotor contagion” and is considered a “rudimentary” form of empathy (Minio-Paluello et 

al., 2009). However, participants with Asperger syndrome did not show a reduction of motor-

evoked potentials in the muscles of the hand in response to seeing a hand penetrated with a 

needle, though the control participants did. While this type of empathy is of a lower order than a 

more cognitive and emotional form of empathy and may just involve the activation of mirror 

neurons, the lack of empathic response in the individuals with Asperger syndrome sheds some 

light on the difficulties that people with Asperger syndrome experience in social interactions 

(Minio-Paluello et al., 2009).    

Since empathy for pain seems to involve the same, or similar, neural circuitry as the 

experience of physical pain, it would stand to reason that individuals who cannot experience pain 

would also not be able to experience empathy for pain. In individuals with congenital 

insensitivity to pain (CIP), there is a positive association between high scores on an empathy 

self-report measure (Balanced Emotional Empathy Scale) and ability to discriminate between 

pained faces and non-pained faces, but this difference does not exist for participants without this 

disorder (Danziger, Prkachin, & Willer, 2006). Due to a lack of experience perceiving pain, 

people with CIP rely on general empathy to respond to the pain of another (Danziger et al., 

2006).  Being able to understand another person may afford the same advantage as being able to 

experience pain in that both allow for a greater chance of survival. Similar to empathy, social 
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emotions are another type of survival mechanism for humans given the social nature of human 

existence.  

Social Emotions 

 Both empathy and social emotions have their evolutionary antecedents in actions such as 

mimicry, but while empathy itself is not an emotion but rather the sharing of another’s emotion 

(Hein & Singer, 2008), social emotions are emotions that arise from interpersonal situations 

(Parkinson, Fischer, & Manstead, 2005). Empathy is a response to a given social context (Norris 

& Cacioppo, 2007), but that response consists of mirroring the emotion of the other person 

involved, while social emotions involve one individual’s reaction to a social situation that may or 

may not be dependent on what another person is actually feeling. One of the evolutionary 

benefits of emotions, especially social emotions, is their communicative function (Buck, 2007). 

The eight primary social emotions are pride, arrogance, guilt, shame, envy, jealousy, pity, and 

scorn (Buck, 2007). These emotions are predicted by the hypothesis of universal labeling to exist 

in all languages and by the hypothesis of universal dynamics to be interrelated in similar ways in 

all languages. Both predictions, however, need more empirical support, though there has been 

evidence in support of these hypotheses from a cross-cultural study involving Japan and the 

United States (Buck, 2007). Other social emotions that have been studied include 

embarrassment, hurt feelings, loyalty, schadenfreude (satisfaction from the suffering of others), 

social sadness, and fago (an Ifaluk emotion that encompasses compassion, love, and sadness) 

(Hareli & Parkinson, 2008).  

Social emotions can serve the function of promoting certain social behaviors while 

dampening others in order to advance the well being of society (Norris & Cacioppo, 2007). For 

example, there are two different theories regarding the role of one social emotion: 
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embarrassment. The first theory, social evaluation, states that people exhibit embarrassment 

when they commit a social offense and they think that another person will judge them in a 

negative light. This theory has received some support in a study that found a positive association 

between need for approval and embarrassment proneness (Parkinson et al., 2005). The other 

theory, awkward social interaction, proposes that embarrassment is a way of mollifying the 

occurrence of a social transgression. Support for this theory has shown that people respond more 

positively to an individual who has made a social mistake if the transgressor exhibits 

embarrassment (Parkinson et al., 2005).  In both theories, the social emotion—embarrassment—

serves to deal with a social problem and the interpersonal reaction to that problem (Parkinson et 

al., 2005).  

 The importance of social emotions is highlighted by deficits in social functioning arising 

from developmental disorders, such as autism. Individuals with autism exhibit impaired social 

abilities, and one deficit associated with this impairment is in experiencing and understanding 

social emotions. When non-autistic children complete a task and think they have done well, they 

will smile and look up at an adult, which demonstrates pride and the desire for social 

acknowledgement of the accomplishment; however, autistic children will only engage in part of 

this act—they will smile, but they will not look up, suggesting happiness, but not pride (Kassari, 

Chamberlain, & Bauminger, 2001). Additionally, when autistic children are asked to report 

examples of times when they have felt pride, they are less likely than non-autistic children to 

report specific events related to personal accomplishment (Kassari et al., 2001). Non-autistic 

children will report specific occurrences within a certain social context (e.g. receiving an A+ on 

a history paper on the Civil War versus doing well on a paper) (Kassari et al., 2001). In terms of 

embarrassment, since autistic children have impairments in understanding social context, they 
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are more likely to give examples of embarrassment that result from another person’s provocation 

(e.g. being made fun of) than non-autistic children (Kassari et al., 2001). In other words, non-

autistic children respond to more internal and subtle external cues and autistic children respond 

to blatant external cues over which they may not have control. Autistic children are also less 

likely to give specific and personal examples of embarrassment than non-autistic children: those 

with autism reported examples that were both external and uncontrollable, possibly because they 

have less awareness of their personal behavior than non-autistic children (Kassari et al., 2001).  

Since autistic children have difficulty with social skills and also have difficulty with 

understanding and interpreting social emotions, one role of social emotions may be in facilitating 

social behavior. 

Studying children who have problems with social functioning highlights the importance 

of social emotions for social maneuvering.  People have to be able to understand how their 

actions will affect the way others perceive them, and people have to be able to recover from 

social mistakes. Both of these social necessities are accomplished through social emotions. The 

negative social emotions such as embarrassment and hurt feelings signal to a person that the 

social situation is threatening in some way, whether to the person’s social status or to their 

relationship with the people in the situation. Feeling hurt or rejected is the way the human brain 

warns the rejected person about the possible negative consequences of the situation, and that 

warning can be a powerful force. 

Ostracism and Social Pain 

 Feeling rejected can lead to a form of pain known as social pain, which is defined as “the 

distressing experience arising from the perception of actual or potential psychological distance 

from close others or a social group” (Eisenberger & Lieberman, 2004, pp. 294). Social pain 
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theory posits that nature poses a fundamental challenge to humans and other mammals: 

mammals have to avoid separation from social groups in order to promote survival (MacDonald 

& Leary, 2005). Evidence of the necessity of meeting this challenge is provided by primate 

studies, which have shown that baboon infants whose mothers are more integrated into the 

baboon society have a higher survival rate than the infants of non-integrated mothers 

(MacDonald & Leary, 2005). Additionally, vervets and rhesus monkeys that receive lesions to 

their amygdala and other parts of their brains and consequently did not try to engage in social 

contact are excluded from their groups and subsequently die due to the lack of group contact and 

protection (MacDonald & Leary, 2005). Accordingly, social animals have acquired mechanisms 

through the evolutionary process that enable them to recognize and respond to social rejection in 

an efficient and effective manner (MacDonald & Leary, 2005).  

Since animals had already developed a system to detect and respond to pain, social pain 

theory also posits that the system that responds to social pain piggybacked onto the extant 

physical pain system (MacDonald & Leary, 2005). Due to these overlapping systems, the 

consequence of experiencing social pain consists the same types of feelings that are associated 

with physical pain. This phenomenon is exemplified by the words and phrases different cultures 

use to express the resulting emotion from social pain: “hurt feelings” (English, Mandarin, 

Armenian); “hurt heart” (Cantonese); “she hit/damaged his feelings” (Hebrew); “hit the mind” 

(Bhutanese); and “hit the heart” (Tibetan) (MacDonald & Leary, 2005, pp. 206). The presence of 

this type of cross-cultural similarity in description of the concept of social pain as physical pain 

provides evidence towards the evolutionary nature of the social pain system. Given the 

hypothesized connection between social pain and physical pain, there should be a positive 
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association between the amount of physical pain and the amount of social pain an individual 

experiences (MacDonald & Leary, 2005). 

 The social pain pathway has been shown to involve similar brain areas as those involved 

in physical pain, including the ACC and the PAG (MacDonald & Leary, 2005). Additionally, 

researchers have found evidence that the opioid system is connected to social pain. Experiments 

on rats and primates have shown that a decreased level of opioids (achieved through the injection 

of an opioid antagonist) signals to an animal that it is in need of more social interaction 

(MacDonald & Leary, 2005). Animals who have been injected with an opioid antagonist will 

exhibit more social behavior, including more contact with the mother and more grooming 

behavior with other animals in the group, and those who have been administered morphine show 

less social behavior (MacDonald & Leary, 2005). This finding highlights the interaction between 

the social environment and physical pain perception, and this connection has been demonstrated 

in humans, as well as in non-human animals. 

 In humans, social exclusion has a powerful effect and can initiate the feelings of social 

and physical pain. Williams (2001) put forth a model of ostracism, and stated that ostracism 

threatens four fundamental human needs: self-esteem, control, meaningful existence, and 

belongingness. Since ostracism or being ignored is often the result of a social transgression, there 

is an implicit association between ostracism and feeling as though one has committed a social 

mistake. This feeling of erring in the social context and the resulting ostracism can lead to a 

decrease in self-esteem (Williams, 2001). Humans need to feel a sense of control and self-

efficacy to avoid the depressive feeling of helplessness. When a person is ostracized, he or she is 

no longer in control of the situation. The person who is committing the ostracism will not react to 

the victim of ostracism and therefore the victim has no opportunity to exert control. This is 
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especially true when the motivation for the ostracism is ambiguous because the ostracized person 

cannot rectify the situation when the reasoning for the ostracism is unknown (Williams, 2001). In 

addition to needing a sense of control, people are also theorized to require a sense of meaningful 

existence, or the idea that one’s life has a purpose. When ostracism occurs, the person who is 

ostracized is denied that sense of meaningful existence because ostracism displays the idea of 

what it would be like if the person were not there. Williams (2001) further states that ostracism is 

a metaphor for death, and that it threatens the self by making one’s mortality salient. 

Belongingness refers to the idea that humans seek positive interactions within a stable 

framework of a relationship, and that this attachment to others is evolutionarily adaptive. When 

individuals experience ostracism, they have lost the positive interactions with the ostracizing 

individual, and the stability of the relationship is destroyed (Williams, 2001).  

Evidence for the effects of ostracism on these four fundamental needs was found in a 

study that used role-playing on a simulated train in order to address the effects of ostracism 

versus argument on self-esteem, control, meaningful existence, and belongingness. A makeshift 

train was set up in the lab with chairs in rows, signs that would be found on a train (e.g., “No 

Smoking”), and a recording of train noises. Participants were given the role of either “target” or 

“source” of either ostracism or argument. The results indicated that targets of ostracism reported 

less control, superiority, meaningful existence, and belongingness than targets of argument and 

sources of ostracism (Zadro, Williams, & Richardson, 2005). Additionally, participants in 

another study who were instructed to imagine being given the silent treatment and to describe 

how they would feel reported that they would feel less of each of the four needs than those who 

were instructed to imagine giving the silent treatment to another person (Williams, 2001). In 

another ostracism paradigm in the lab, participants and confederates were allowed to throw a ball 
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around to each other and at some point during this ball-throwing period the confederates would 

cease throwing the ball to the participant. In these studies, male participants attempted to display 

a positive self-image following ostracism and females tended to blame themselves for the 

ostracism (i.e., the ball did not get thrown to me because I am not good at throwing) (Williams, 

2001). 

 The ball-throwing paradigm has been adjusted to an online scenario with a game called 

Cyberball. Cyberball is a computer game in which three or four computer characters, that 

ostensibly represent real participants, engage in a ball-throwing game (Williams et al., 2000). In 

ostracism conditions, after a certain number of throws, the “other participants” stop throwing the 

ball to the actual participant for the remainder of the game (Williams et al., 2000). Online 

ostracism leads to increased negative mood, decreased feeling of belongingness, and decreased 

self-esteem (Williams, Cheung, & Choi, 2000). Individuals who are ostracized also conform 

more in their responses a perceptual task than individuals who are not ostracized, showing the 

need to increase a sense of belonging (Williams et al., 2000). In terms of different forms of 

ostracism, ostracism that occurs in person affects control and self-esteem more so than online 

ostracism, though the expected results of the ostracism model are present for all four needs both 

online and in person (Williams et al., 2002). The four needs are also threatened when ostracism 

is accomplished through the use of text messages in cell phone conversation (Smith & Williams, 

2004). The effects of ostracism are surprisingly strong when induced by strangers in the lab. 

Despite monetary incentive for being ostracized, participants will still show less need satisfaction 

and more negative affect than when they are included and there is a monetary cost for the 

inclusion (van Beest & Williams, 2006).   
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 Eisenberger et al. (2003) examined the connection between ostracism and physical pain 

by recording fMRI data from participants while they engaged in Cyberball (Williams et al., 

2000). In the fMRI study, the dorsal ACC showed more activation in an exclusion condition than 

in an inclusion condition, and this activation was positively associated with the amount of 

emotional distress the participants reported feeling when they were ostracized (Eisenberger et al., 

2003). Results from another study showed the opposite association of physical pain and social 

pain, with participants who were told they were going to be alone for the rest of their lives 

showing decreased pain sensitivity to a mechanical pressure pain test. The researchers argued 

this finding as evidence that social exclusion leads to emotional and physical numbing (DeWall 

& Baumeister, 2006). However, the suggestion of a life of loneliness may be involving processes 

distinct from those associated with ostracism. The negative nature of this news may have been 

the causal mechanism rather than the social exclusion element. The study tried to address this 

possible confound by comparing the future loneliness group to a future unfortunate accidents 

group (DeWall & Baumeister, 2006). However, suffering from accidents is an external problem 

that has no relationship to oneself, while being alone may lead to a decrease in self-esteem and 

therefore a greater amount of desired control over oneself, hence the decreased pain sensitivity. 

 In an experiment designed to test the direct relationship between ostracism and physical 

pain, Eisenberger et al. (2006) measured thermal pain sensitivity before and after the participants 

were included, not included (i.e. they were told that there were technical problems and that they 

would just have to watch the game), or actively excluded in a game of Cyberball. Individuals 

who had higher reported pain sensitivity at baseline also reported more distress in response to 

being either not included or excluded. There was also a positive correlation between the amount 

of social distress reported and the pain unpleasantness ratings, though there were not any 
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differences across the three conditions in terms of pain intensity ratings (Eisenberger et al., 

2006). The fact that Cyberball, or online ostracism, has the ability to cause social distress is 

intriguing given that the studies using Cyberball have had participants play with strangers. The 

current study seeks to address how being ostracized online by a relationship partner versus a 

stranger will affect pain sensitivity. Since social exclusion occurs in the context of a social 

relationship, the nature of a relationship may affect the consequences of ostracism. 

Relationships 

 Relationships are characterized by a variety of factors including attachment, closeness, 

and commitment, and different types of relationships will have different effects on the 

individuals in those relationships. Attachment theory states that the type of attachment an 

individual has with his or her primary caregiver leads to different working models of 

relationships that carry over into the individual’s adult romantic relationships (Hazan & Shaver, 

1987; Collins & Allard, 2001).  According to attachment theory, children and infants learn about 

how reliable their caregivers will be based on how physically responsive the caregivers are when 

the child or infant is in need or is distressed (MacDonald & Leary, 2005). The way in which a 

distressed child will cease crying upon being held by his mother mirrors the positive effect of 

touch on pain and provides another connection between the physical pain pathway and the social 

pain pathway (MacDonald & Leary, 2005).  

Hazan and Shaver’s (1987) theory of adult attachment provides three styles of attachment 

that can be learned in infancy and translated into adult relationships: secure, anxious, and 

avoidant. This model of attachment has been updated to a two-dimensional model with four 

types of attachment (Bartholomew and Horowitz, 1991). The two dimensions are how one views 

the self and how one views others. A person who positively views the self and positively views 
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others is termed “secure”. When a person has a negative view of the self and a positive view of 

others he or she would be considered “preoccupied,” while the reverse (a negative view of others 

and a positive view of the self) would constitute a “dismissing” person. Finally, if a person has 

negative views towards both the self and others, the person would be considered “fearful” 

(Bartholomew & Horowitz, 1991). Both dismissing and fearful can be considered types of 

avoidant attachment from the Hazan and Shaver (1987) model. In one study that examined the 

connection between attachment and negative actions by a romantic partner, anxious, as compared 

to avoidant, participants who recalled past hurtful events (e.g., infidelity) committed by their 

partners reported higher levels of hurt, fear, distress, and shame (Feeney, 2005). When a partner 

acts in a negative way towards his or her romantic partner, the relationship stability is threatened, 

and therefore those people who are already anxious about the relationship report more distress in 

response (Feeney, 2005).  One hypothesis of this study was therefore that people who scored 

higher on anxiety would show a greater increase in pain sensitivity than secure or avoidant 

individuals following an ostracism manipulation.  

 Since relationships are composed of (at least) two people, the individual personality traits 

of the members of the relationship can have a profound effect on the relationship and how the 

partners perceive the relationship. Specifically, high levels of rejection sensitivity, or the 

defensive expectation of rejection based on past experience, can cause individuals to cling closer 

to their partners or to exhibit avoidance behaviors to protect themselves from getting hurt (Levy, 

Ayduk, & Downey, 2001). Similarly, individuals who report greater susceptibility to hurt 

feelings and are reminded of an isolation experience will then report viewing another in pain as 

aversive as compared to individuals less prone to hurt feelings (MacDonald & Shaw, 2005). 
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A third hypothesis of this study was that, based on the degree to which individuals high in 

rejection sensitivity thought about rejection, ostracism should have affected them to a greater 

extent than individuals low in rejection sensitivity, which may therefore have translated to higher 

pain sensitivity in the more rejection sensitive individuals. 

 Another aspect of relationships is the degree to which the partners feel close to each 

other, and one operationalization of closeness in the relationship literature has been the degree of 

overlap that an individual feels between himself/herself and the partner (Aron, Aron, & 

Smolland, 1992).  This measure of closeness has its roots in the self-expansion theory of close 

relationships. Self-expansion theory states that humans have a motivation to expand their 

influence, their “cognitive complexity”, their identity, and their awareness of themselves within 

the universe (Aron & Aron, 1997, pp. 252). In support of this theory, researchers have found 

evidence that romantic partners report greater levels of satisfaction after spending time together 

doing exciting activities as opposed to spending time together participating in less interesting 

activities (Aron & Aron, 1997). The activities that were considered “self-expanding” in this 

research were those activities that were both novel and arousing. The idea of self-expansion and 

of increased satisfaction resulting from exciting shared activities can also help to explain the 

beginning excitement in a relationship that tends to taper off as the partners know each other 

better: at that point, there are fewer opportunities for self-expansion and therefore less 

satisfaction (Aron & Aron, 1997). Based on this formulation, close relationships function as 

opportunities for the expansion of oneself by sharing new experiences with one’s partner. 

Closeness, as measured by perceived overlap, has also been positively correlated with another 

facet of romantic relationships: the level of commitment. 
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In addition to closeness, the level of commitment in a relationship is an important 

predictor of stay/leave behavior, trust, perspective taking, and other relationship outcomes 

(Rusbult, 1980; Rusbult, Drigotas, & Verette, 1994). Commitment, according to the 

interdependence model, arises from satisfaction, investment, and the lack of other alternatives. 

Individuals who feel that their relationship is better than the relationship they could be getting 

elsewhere (i.e. satisfaction), who have put a lot into their relationship (investment), and have no 

better offers (lack of alternatives) will be committed to that relationship (Rusbult, 1980; Rusbult 

et al., 1994). The closer and more committed that the partners feel to each other, the more 

distressing exclusion by the partner should feel. Consequently, another hypothesis examined in 

the current study was that individuals who reported higher levels of closeness and commitment 

in their relationship would show increased pain sensitivity when they were excluded by their 

relationship partner, as compared to individuals who reported a lower level of closeness and 

commitment.   

 In the current study, dyads of romantic partners, friends, and strangers were tested for 

their pain response to ostracism, and it was hypothesized that following the ostracism 

manipulation, romantic partners would experience the greatest degree of change in their pain 

sensitivity as evidenced by decreased pain threshold and tolerance, followed by friends and then 

strangers. Both romantic partners and friends are engaged in a voluntary relationship: 

presumably romantic partners have chosen each other, and part of the definition of “friend” is 

that the relationship between the two individuals is voluntary (Fehr, 1996). In contrast, those 

individuals in the stranger condition were forced into a temporary relationship during the lab 

session, and should therefore have experienced the ostracism differently as compared to friends 

or romantic partners. 
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This study sought to extend the findings on ostracism and pain and to specifically 

examine these issues in the context of close relationships. It was hypothesized that ostracism will 

increase pain sensitivity in all of the relationship conditions, but that the effects of ostracism will 

be strongest for the closer relationships. Additionally, the effects on pain sensitivity were 

predicted to be more evident in terms of the degree of unpleasantness rather than intensity, since 

social pain has been associated with the unpleasant aspect of physical pain. This study 

contributes to the research on social and physical pain and to attempted to determine the role of 

relationships and relationship quality in the experience of ostracism. Since people do not 

typically experience ostracism from strangers, it is important to determine the effects of 

relational ostracism on pain perception. Social exclusion can cause profound emotional and 

psychological (as well as physical) pain, and studying the possible mechanisms because the 

effects of ostracism can help eventually reduce the negative effects and provide for a greater 

understanding of human social interactions. 

Summary of Hypotheses 

H1: Participants in the conditions involving ostracism would show decreased pain 

tolerance and pain threshold on the experimental day as compared to the baseline day.  

H2: The romantic couples, followed by friends, and then strangers would show the 

greatest increase in pain sensitivity from baseline to experimental. 

H3: Participants who scored higher on anxiety would show a greater increase in pain 

sensitivity than secure or avoidant individuals following an ostracism manipulation.  

H4: Participants who reported greater rejection sensitivity would show greater increases 

in pain sensitivity following ostracism. 
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H5: Participants who reported higher levels of closeness and commitment in their 

relationship would show increased pain sensitivity when they were excluded by their relationship 

partner, as compared to individuals who reported a lower level of closeness and commitment.   
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Method 

Participants 

Seventy-two undergraduate students from a small liberal arts college in the mid-Atlantic 

region of the United States participated in this study. They ranged in age from eighteen to 

twenty-two years old and were recruited for this study through email and electronic 

advertisement. Approximately half of the participants were male and half were female, and all of 

the participants were compensated $20 for their time. There was also a small set of confederates, 

evenly divided between the sexes, recruited from the introductory psychology courses, who were 

given course credit for their participation. Some of the confederates were drawn from the larger 

college community and were given a nominal reward for their help.  

A screening questionnaire, made available online, screened for eligible participants and 

excluded individuals with health problems and pain disorders that would interfere with the pain 

testing (see Appendix A). In the screening questionnaire, the participants indicated whether they 

wanted to participate in a dyad or individually. Based on their responses they were placed in one 

of the four conditions: romantic couple (opposite sex pair), friend (same sex pair), stranger 

(opposite sex pair), or control (individuals). Originally, teammates were recruited, but due to 

lack of participant responses, the teammates category was removed. The participants who had 

been run as teammates were moved for data analysis to the friends category. One participant (in 

the stranger condition) did not complete the ECR questionnaire, but was included in all analyses 

that did not involve the ECR. Another participant (in the stranger condition) did not understand 

the directions for the cold pressor test and took his arm out before it was “too uncomfortable”. 

He was excluded from the time analyses, but was included for the analyses involving intensity 
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and unpleasantness ratings. All procedures were approved by Haverford’s Institutional Review 

Board. 

Materials 

Cyberball. The participants all engaged in the computer task Cyberball (Williams et al., 

2000). In this study, the Cyberball setup consisted of four characters, one of which was the real 

participant, and the other three appeared to be the partner and the confederates. Cyberball is 

setup so that it looks like an Internet game that the users are accessing through a network 

(Williams & Jarvis, 2006). It has been validated as an ostracism manipulation in many different 

studies, and was used in this study in the same manner (Williams & Jarvis, 2006). The characters 

in Cyberball were labeled with the names of the other people who were in the lab and with the 

pictures of those people. In a few sessions, there were technical issues with the computer setup 

and the pictures were not available. In those instances, the participants were informed that there 

should in fact be pictures and to try to imagine the people during the task. 

Pain testing. Pain threshold was tested using a thermal probe (TSA II Neuro-Sensory 

analyzer, Medoc Ltd., Advanced Medical System, Israel) (see Loggia et al., 2008). The probe 

was set to 28˚C as the habituation temperature and was placed on the participant’s non-dominant 

forearm. The temperature increased 1.5˚C per second until the participant verbally indicated that 

he or she felt pain (i.e. by saying “pain”), at which point the probe was removed and the 

temperature returned to the baseline. There were two “warm” trials in which participants 

indicated when they felt the sensation of warmth, followed by five “pain” trials, each on a 

different part of the forearm, and the average temperature at which the participant first reported 

pain was calculated for the trials. The “warm” trials were not used for analysis; they were merely 

used as a way for the participants to understand the protocol before the recorded “pain” trials. 
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Pain tolerance was tested using the cold pressor test. A wire mesh cylinder was placed in 

a bucket and the space between the walls of the bucket and the cylinder was filled with ice. The 

rest of the space was filled with cold water to reach a temperature of between 0˚C and 4˚C in the 

space of the mesh cylinder. Participants placed their dominant arms into the cylinder and were 

instructed that they could remove their arm when it became too uncomfortable. Every fifteen 

seconds, the participant reported the unpleasantness (on a scale of 1-20) and the intensity (on a 

scale of 1-20) of their pain. The scales were the Gracely Box Scales (Gracely, McGrath, & 

Dubner, 1978), which consist of the numbers 1-20 ordered by pain descriptor terms. The cutoff 

time for the tolerance was three minutes. The measurements that were gathered from this test 

were the following: the amount of time, the intensity sums (calculated by placing a 20—the 

maximum possible score—in every intensity time slot that was not reached and summing the 

scores from all of the time slots), and the average unpleasantness (calculated by placing a 20 in 

every unpleasantness time slot that was not reached and summing the scores from all of the time 

slots). 

Questionnaires. The screening questionnaire asked individuals to state their preference 

for whether they wanted to come in to the lab with a romantic partner, with a friend, or by 

themselves. Those who chose to participate alone were randomly assigned to the stranger 

condition or the control condition. The questionnaire also addressed any exclusion criteria that 

would have prevented the participant from having his or her pain tested.  

In the dyad conditions, the following questionnaires were administered: the Experiences 

in Close Relationships (ECR) (Wei, Russell, Mallinckrodt, & Vogel, 2007), the Inclusion of 

Other in the Self scale (IOS) (Aron, Aron, & Smollen, 1992) the Rejection Sensitivity 
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Questionnaire (RSQ) (Downey & Feldman, 1996), and the Commitment Investment Scale (CI) 

(Rusbult, Martz, & Agnew, 1998).  

The ECR was used to determine attachment style on the dimensions of anxiety and 

avoidance and consists of twelve statements with corresponding seven choice Likert scales (with 

one as “strongly disagree” and seven as “strongly agree”). Some sample statements include “I 

get frustrated if romantic partners are not available when I need them” and “I try to avoid getting 

too close to my partner” (Wei et al., 2007). Average scores were calculated for the avoidance 

subscale and for the anxious subscale after reverse scoring the necessary items. 

The IOS is a measure of self-other overlap and was used to determine the degree to which 

participants saw themselves as part of their partners. The scale consists of two circles: one 

represents the self and the second represents the other person (Aron et al., 1992). The 

participants responded to the computerized continuous version of the IOS in which the self circle 

can be dragged using the mouse to any state of overlap or non-overlap. The distance and the 

overlap between the self circle and the other circle were quantified by the computer and used as a 

measure of closeness (Le, Moss, & Mashek, 2007). 

In order to measure the personality variable of rejection sensitivity, the RSQ was used. 

The RSQ consists of eighteen “things college students sometimes ask of other people” and 

participants are asked to “imagine that [they] are in each situation” (Downey & Feldman, 1996). 

Participants answer two questions for each item by indicating a number on a six choice Likert 

scale. The first question, the rejection concern question reads as follows: “how concerned or 

anxious would you be about how the other person would respond?”. The second question, which 

targets acceptance is the following: “how do you think the other person would be likely to 

respond?” (Downey & Feldman, 1996). An average score for the RSQ was calculated by 
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multiplying the answer to the first question by the reverse score of the answer to the second 

question to get a final score for each of the eighteen situations, and these final scores were 

averaged together.  

To measure the level of commitment in the given relationship, we administered the CI, 

which has seven statements to which participants responded on a zero (do not agree at all) to 

eight (agree completely) Likert scale. Some sample items include “I am committed to 

maintaining my relationship with my partner” and “I want our relationship to last forever” 

(Rusbult et al., 1998). An average score was calculated after reverse scoring the necessary items. 

In the stranger and control conditions, the participants received only the ECR and the 

RSQ because the other measures ask about a specific relationship, which were not relevant for 

the individuals in the stranger and control conditions. 

Procedure 

General procedure. Participants were recruited to the four conditions mentioned above 

through self-identified status on the screening questionnaire, with the exception of individuals 

who chose to come to the lab alone. They were randomly assigned to the control condition or the 

stranger condition. All participants came to the lab twice: once for a baseline session and once 

for an experimental session. The experimental session occurred around the same time of day as 

the baseline session, but there were at least forty-eight hours in between the two sessions. After 

the experimental session, participants were debriefed and compensated.  

Baseline session. For the baseline session, participants came to the lab individually in 

order to have their pain sensitivity tested and to fill out the questionnaires. There was one female 

experimenter administering the baseline session. Participants arrived at the lab and signed a 

consent form that explained the procedure, the potential risks, and the benefits of the study. They 
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were then given the opportunity to ask any questions they may have had. After they gave 

consent, the session began with the experimenter photographing the participant in front of a lab 

door. The pictures were taken with a digital camera and were subsequently used in Cyberball in 

order to show which character in the game was which. Following the picture, the participants 

were taken to a computer to complete the questionnaire. When the questionnaire was completed, 

the experimenter began the pain testing. The order of the pain testing was counterbalanced 

between participants, but the cold pressor test was always done on the participant’s dominant 

arm, and the thermal threshold test was always done on the participant’s non-dominant arm. 

After the pain testing, the participants were excused from the lab and reminded about the second 

session.  

Experimental session. For the experimental session, there were two female experimenters 

who performed the procedures. In the dyad conditions, the participants came to the lab with their 

partners. There was also a confederate pair in the lab, which was matched for sex with the 

participant pair (i.e. if the participant pair was same-sex then the confederate pair was same-sex).  

All four individuals were told that they were going to be doing a mental visualization task on 

computers and that the task was preparation for a mental visualization test they would be doing 

afterwards. After the first seven pairs of participants completed the experiment, the protocol was 

revised slightly, Due to suspicions about Cyberball being rigged, the experimenters decided to 

explain more fully the idea of mental visualization and “sports imagery”. The participants were 

told that sports imagery often helps a person with the actual sport and that the study was 

examining the connection between sports imagery and pain. Following this description, the 

experimenters explained Cyberball to the participants by stating that each person would play on a 

computer in a different room and that the game works through the Internet so they would be 
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playing one game together.  Each participant was then taken to a separate room, and in each 

room there was a computer with Cyberball. The confederates also ostensibly were taken to other 

rooms to play Cyberball (in actuality, they were excused from the lab at this point). During the 

first minute of Cyberball, the participant had the ball thrown to him or her, but after a minute, the 

computer did not throw the ball to the participant anymore. The game lasted for a total of three 

minutes, and after the game was over, one participant had his or her cold pressor test done while 

the other participant had his or her thermal threshold test done. Each participant was then tested 

on the pain measure that he or she had not yet done.  

 In the stranger condition, the protocol was identical except two individual participants 

were told to arrive at the same time in addition to the two confederates. In the control condition, 

the only deviation from the protocol was that the participants were all included in the Cyberball 

game for the duration of the three minutes.  

 Following completion of the pain testing, participants were asked if they had played 

Cyberball before and if they had any suspicions regarding the study or if they had any idea about 

the study’s purpose. They were also asked how well they were acquainted with the confederates 

and, if applicable, with the stranger.  
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Analyses 

 The main analyses for the data were a 2 x 2 (experimental versus control condition by 

repeated pain testing) mixed factorial ANOVA, a 2 x 2 x 2 (experimental versus control 

condition by sex by repeated pain testing) mixed factorial ANOVA, a 3 x 2 (relationship group 

by repeated pain testing) mixed factorial ANOVA, and a 3 x 2 x 2 (relationship group by sex by 

repeated pain testing) mixed factorial ANOVA. For the first two main analyses, the data were 

collapsed across relationships because the first hypothesis addressed the effect of ostracism and 

not differences between relationships. If the hypotheses were correct, then a main effect of 

ostracism on pain sensitivity was expected with the participants in the conditions involving 

ostracism (all but the control condition) showing decreased pain tolerance and pain threshold on 

the experimental day than on the baseline day. An effect of relationship condition with the 

greatest negative change from baseline to experimental for the romantic couples, followed by 

friends, and then strangers was also expected given the hypotheses. Additionally, there were 

correlational analyses of the repeated measures pain testing with the relationship measures from 

the questionnaires. If the hypotheses were correct then there should have been a positive 

association between the relationship variables of closeness, commitment, and self-other overlap 

with negative difference in pain tolerance and threshold following the ostracism manipulation. 

There should also have been a positive association between rejection sensitivity and anxious 

attachment and pain difference scores (baseline minus experimental) following ostracism. In the 

control condition there should have been no change from baseline scores to experimental scores. 

For the thermal threshold, participants who had been ostracized should have shown greater 

ratings of unpleasantness from baseline session to experimental session, and this effect should 

have been greater than the effect for intensity.  
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Results 

 Overall the data did not support a priori predictions due largely to a lack of the main 

effect of ostracism. Those in the ostracism conditions did not report increased pain sensitivity 

following ostracism; however, when exploratory analyses were conducted with sex as a variable, 

differences were found between the groups in terms of pain sensitivity before and after 

ostracism. The results from the analyses for each hypothesis are outlined below with the findings 

from each pain measure. 

Hypothesis 1: Effect of Ostracism 

 For the first hypothesis, the groups were split into “experimental” (romantic 

relationships, friends, and strangers) and “control” in order to assess the effect of ostracism on 

pain. An effect of ostracism was tested by examining if there was an interaction between the 

repeated pain testing across the two sessions and the groups who were either ostracized or 

included. Four 2 (Group: experimental, control) x 2 (Day: session 1, session 2) mixed factorial 

analyses of variance were conducted for heat threshold, cold pressor tolerance, cold pressor 

intensity ratings, and cold pressor unpleasantness ratings. The predicted Group x Day 

interactions were not found for heat threshold, F(1, 70) = .46, ns, cold intensity ratings, F(1, 70) 

= .004, ns, or cold unpleasantness ratings, F(1, 70) = .045, ns. Though it was not in the predicted 

direction, there was a significant Group x Day interaction for cold pressor tolerance, F(1, 69) = 

7.29, p < .01. A simple main effects analysis revealed a significant effect of group on pain for 

session 1, t(21) = -2.62, p < .05, with the control group showing higher cold tolerance (in 

seconds) (M = 160.93, SD = 38.68) than the experimental group (M = 124.02, SD = 61.62); 

however there was no significant difference between groups for session 2, t(69) = -.44, ns.  The 

means for the two groups over the two sessions revealed a trend of increased pain tolerance in 
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the experimental group and decreased pain tolerance in the control group from session 1 to 

session 2 (see Figure 1).  

Hypothesis 2: Experimental Group Differences 

For the prediction that romantic partners would show the greatest increase in pain 

sensitivity followed by friends and then strangers, a 3 (Groups: romantic, friend, stranger) x 2 

(Day: session 1, session 2) mixed factorial ANOVA and a 3 (Group: romantic, friend, stranger) x 

2 (Sex) x 2 (Day: session 1, session 2) mixed factorial ANOVA was run on each of the pain 

measures. There were no significant interactions of Group x Day for heat threshold, F(1, 59) = 

2.37, ns, or cold pressor tolerance, F(1, 58) = .09, ns.  With sex as an independent variable, there 

was still no significant Group x Sex x Day interaction for heat threshold, F(2, 55) = 1.20, ns; 

however, there was a significant Group x Sex x Day interaction for cold pressor tolerance, F(2, 

54) = 4.28, p < .05. The data were then split by sex in order to investigate the nature of this 

significant interaction. A one way ANOVA of cold pressor difference scores with group as the 

independent variable was conducted on the females, and there was no significant main effect of 

group, F(2, 31) = 1.98, ns. The same analysis was conducted for the males and there was an 

interaction that approached significance, F(2, 27) = 3.32, p = .053.  The means for the groups 

indicate that female romantic partners and friends showed decreased pain sensitivity following 

ostracism and female strangers showed the opposite pattern (see Figure 2a), while male friends 

and strangers showed decreased pain sensitivity and male romantic partners showed increased 

pain sensitivity (see Figure 2b).  

In order to further examine the interaction, a 2 (Sex) x 2 (Day) mixed factorial ANOVA 

was performed for each of the three groups. In the romantic condition, there was a Sex x Day 

interaction that approached significance, F(1, 18) = 4.02, p = .06. There was no significant Sex x 
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Day interaction for the friend condition, F(1, 19) = .288, ns, but there was a significant Sex x 

Day interaction for the stranger condition, F(1, 17) = 6.18, p < .05. Independent samples t-tests 

revealed that there was a significant main effect of sex for session 1, t(17) = -3.18, p < .01 with 

males showing higher pain tolerance (M = 151.84, SD = 44.59) than females (M = 77.56, SD = 

55.81), and a significant main effect of sex for session 2, t(11) = -5.20, p < .001, with males 

showing higher pain tolerance (M = 174.22, SD = 17.33) than females (M = 70.66, SD = 60.32). 

For cold intensity ratings there was a Day x Group interaction approaching significance, 

F(1, 59) = 2.86, p < .10, with the friend and stranger groups showing a decrease in pain 

sensitivity as evidenced by decreased intensity ratings and romantic partners showing a slight 

increase in pain sensitivity (see Figure 3). There was a marginally significant Group x Sex x Day 

interaction for cold intensity, F(2, 55) = 2.69, p < .08, with all three of the female groups and the 

male friends and strangers showing a decrease in pain sensitivity following ostracism and the 

male romantic partners showing an increase in pain sensitivity (see Figures 4a and 4b).  

There was a significant Group x Day interaction for the cold unpleasantness ratings, F(2, 

58) = 4.44, p < .05, and a one-way ANOVA on the difference scores with group as the 

independent variable was conducted to determine the nature of the interaction. There was a 

significant main effect of group, F(2, 60) = 4.44, p < .05, and the results of a Scheffé test 

indicated that the mean difference between romantic partners and friends was significant, ΔM = -

24.87, p < .05. There were no significant differences between the other groups: friends and 

strangers, ΔM = 7.30, ns, and romantic partners and strangers, ΔM = -17.58, ns. The means for 

each group at each time point indicate a trend in which friends and strangers had lower cold 

unpleasantness ratings for the second session as compared to the first session and the romantic 

partners showed the opposite effect (see Figure 5). Similarly to cold intensity, there was a 
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marginally significant Group x Sex x Day interaction for cold unpleasantness, F(2, 55) = 2.92, p 

< .08 in which all three groups of females and the males in the friend and stranger conditions 

show constant or decreased pain sensitivity and males in romantic relationships show the 

opposite pattern (see Figures 6a and 6b).   

Hypothesis 3: Attachment Anxiety 

 A reliability analysis indicated that the ECR Anxiety subscale had a high level of internal 

consistency, α = .74. A 3 (Group: romantic, friend, stranger) x 2 (Day: session 1, session 2) 

mixed factorial ANCOVA with the average of the anxiety subscale of the ECR as the covariate 

was used to test this hypothesis on each of the pain measures. There were no significant Day x 

ECR anxiety interactions for heat threshold, F(1, 56) = .022, ns, cold pressor tolerance, F(1, 55) 

= .66, ns, cold intensity ratings, F(1, 56) = .094, ns, or cold unpleasantness ratings, F(1, 56) = 

6.51, ns. There was a significant main effect of ECR anxiety for heat threshold, F(1, 56) = 5.14, 

p < .05, with the more anxiety the participants reported corresponding to a lower heat threshold. 

There was also a main effect of the ECR anxiety in the cold pressor task approaching 

significance, F(1, 55) = 3.10, p < .10, with more anxious participants tolerating the cold pressor 

for less time than participants who reported less anxiety. There were also main effects of the 

ECR anxiety for cold intensity, F(1, 56) = 4.98, p < .05, and cold unpleasantness, F(1, 56) = 

6.51, p < .05, with more anxiety associated with higher pain ratings.  

Hypothesis 4: Rejection Sensitivity 

 For this hypothesis, a 3 (Group: romantic, friend, stranger) x 2 (Day: session 1, session 2) 

mixed factorial ANCOVA with the RSQ average score, which had a high level of reliability, α = 

.84, as the covariate was conducted on each of the pain tests. There were no interactions with 

RSQ and Day: heat threshold, F(1, 57) = 1.18, ns; cold pressor tolerance, F(1, 56) = 1.31, ns; 
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cold intensity, F(1, 57) = .734, ns; or cold unpleasantness, F(1, 57) = .004, ns. There was a main 

effect of RSQ for heat threshold, F(1, 57) = 16.25, p < .001, with higher scores on the RSQ (i.e., 

higher rejection sensitivity) corresponding to a lower heat threshold. There were also main 

effects for the RSQ on cold intensity, F(1, 57) = 4.60, p < .05, and cold unpleasantness, F(1, 57) 

= 6.92, p < .05, with higher rejection sensitivity scores corresponding to higher pain ratings.  

Hypothesis 5a: Closeness 

 A 2 (Group: experimental, control) x 2 (Day: session 1, session 2) mixed factorial 

ANCOVA with the amount of IOS overlap as the covariate was conducted on the data. There 

were no significant interactions with Day and IOS overlap: heat threshold, F(1, 38) = .69, ns; 

cold pressor tolerance, F(1, 37) = 1.23, ns; cold intensity, F(1, 38) = .052, ns; and cold 

unpleasantness, F(1, 38) = .006, ns. There was a main effect of IOS overlap on heat threshold 

approaching significance, F(1, 38) = 3.22, p < .10, with more overlap associated with higher pain 

threshold. A significant main effect of IOS overlap was found with cold intensity ratings, F(1, 

38) = 5.31, p < .05 with more overlap corresponding to lower pain ratings. A main effect of IOS 

in the same direction approaching significance was found with cold unpleasantness ratings, F(1, 

38) = 3.40, p < .10.  

Hypothesis 5b: Commitment 

 For this hypothesis, another 2 (Group: experimental, control) x 2 (Day: session 1, session 

2) mixed factorial ANCOVA was conducted, with the average score from the Commitment 

Investment Scale, which had good internal consistency, α = .76, as a covariate. There were no 

significant Day x Commitment interactions for any of the pain measures: heat threshold, F(1, 37) 

= .45, ns; cold pressor tolerance, F(1, 37) = .88, ns; cold intensity, F(1, 38) = .36, ns; or cold 

unpleasantness, F(1, 38) = .246, ns.  
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Exploratory Analyses: Sex Differences 

 An independent-measures ANOVA with sex as the independent variable and each of the 

four pain tests as the dependent variables to was conducted investigate overall sex differences on 

pain. There was a main effect of sex for heat threshold, F(1, 69) = 11.52, p < .01, cold pressor 

time, F(1, 69) = 19.64, p < .001, cold intensity sums, F(1, 69) = 19.64, p < .001, and cold 

unpleasantness sums, F(1, 69) = 15.61, p < .001, with males showing higher pain tolerance and 

higher pain threshold than females on each pain test (see Table 1).  
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Discussion 

Summary of Findings 

This study investigated the connection between ostracism and physical pain on four 

different pain measures within romantic relationships, friendships, and between strangers. 

Though the data did not support the a priori predictions, there were significant differences 

between the control group and the experimental groups on a subset of the pain measures. Pain 

tolerance and pain thresholds were expected to decreased following ostracism; however, the data 

indicated a trend in which pain sensitivity decreased following ostracism as compared to the 

control (inclusion) condition in which pain sensitivity increased. Additionally, higher levels of 

self-reported rejection sensitivity and attachment anxiety were predicted to correspond to a 

greater increase in pain sensitivity following ostracism, which was not found, though the 

analyses did reveal main effects of attachment anxiety and rejection sensitivity on pain 

sensitivity regardless of ostracism. There were also no interactions between commitment and 

pain sensitivity or closeness and pain sensitivity, but there were some main effects of closeness, 

as defined by perceived overlap, on the pain measures. Sex differences were found on all of the 

pain measures with males experiencing lower pain sensitivity than females, and males and 

females in different groups showing different patterns of pain threshold and tolerance following 

ostracism.  

Role of Stress in Being Ostracized 

While there is evidence connecting social pain to physical pain (Eisenberger & 

Lieberman, 2004; Eisenberger et al., 2006; Eisenberger et al., 2003; MacDonald & Leary, 2005), 

the lack of evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis for the first prediction is not altogether 

surprising, given the Eisenberger et al. (2006) study that failed to find an effect of ostracism on 
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pain sensitivity. However, the results are surprising in the directionality of the findings for those 

ostracized compared to those who were included. The results of this study showed that after 

ostracism, participants exhibited increased pain tolerance in response to the cold pressor task, 

whereas participants who had been included in the online game showed a decreased pain 

tolerance. One possible explanation for the increased tolerance following ostracism could 

involve stress induced analgesia. The ostracism manipulation may have lead to feelings of social 

isolation and could therefore have been experienced as a stressor. Social isolation has been 

shown to produce stress-induced analgesia in non-human animals such as dairy cows (Rushen, 

Boissy, Terlouw, & de Passille, 1999), mice (Chido, Sudo, Muri, Kubo, 2005), and rats (Kehoe 

& Boylan, 1994). Additionally, pain sensitivity in humans has been found to decrease in 

response to a prediction that one would be alone in the future (DeWall & Baumeister, 2006). 

Though the authors of the loneliness study explained the findings with emotional and physical 

numbing, these human and non-human studies taken together provide some evidence for a stress 

effect of social isolation that leads to an analgesic response. In the present study, the 

experimental condition may have induced the feeling of social isolation and the increased pain 

tolerance could be a result of a stress response.  

Inclusion and safety signals 

The trending decrease in pain tolerance for the control condition may be the result of a 

separate, but related process: conditioned anti-analgesia. The same system that produces stress 

induced analgesia can also produce anti-analgesia in response to “safety signals”. In stress 

induced analgesia, a danger signal leads the body to activate the endogenous analgesic system, 

and in a parallel process, the presence of a safety signal can block the endogenous opioid effect 

leading to anti-analgesia, or increased pain (Wiertelak, Maier, & Watkins, 1992). This process 
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has been examined in rats in the context of classical conditioning in which one signal (e.g., 

darkness) is paired with an aversive stimulus (e.g., electric shock) and another signal (e.g., light) 

is not paired with an aversive stimulus. When the rats are exposed to the danger signal (darkness) 

and pain tested, they show the expected stress induced analgesia; however, when they are pain 

tested in conjunction with the safety signal, their pain tolerance decreases (Wiertelak et al., 

1992). There has also been evidence that the conditioned anti-analgesia blocks morphine’s 

effectiveness, suggesting that safety signals are interacting with endogenous analgesic systems 

(Wiertelak et al., 1992).  

 Though the concept of conditioned anti-analgesia has not been studied in humans, the 

responses to safety and danger signals are evolutionarily adaptive and would likely be preserved 

across species. Pain inhibition during danger allows the animal to engage in fight or flight 

behavior and not be hindered by a wound, and the presence of a safety signal would inform the 

animal that it would at that point need to tend to any injuries (Wiertelak et al., 1992). In the 

context of the present study, rather than constituting a true control, the group that was included in 

Cyberball may have actually been exposed to a safety signal. Social inclusion is necessary and 

evolutionarily adaptive for social animals, such as humans, and the reminder of one’s social 

inclusion could signal a lack of danger (MacDonald & Leary, 2005). Therefore, an inclusion 

condition may have provided a safety signal for the participants, and this safety signal may have 

lead to an increase in pain sensitivity. Inclusion in Cyberball has been used previously as a 

control condition, and there have not been increases in pain tolerance associated with this 

condition (Eisenberger et al., 2006); however, the sample of participants in the current study 

could explain these divergent findings. Since the present study was conducted at a very small 

college that is highly community-oriented, the act of inclusion may have been a stronger signal 
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of safety than inclusion with strangers at a larger university. Though the inclusion condition 

involved four strangers, there is a general notion at the college where this was conducted that all 

students are joined together and that no one is actually a stranger. At a large university where 

there are thousands of students, this communal feeling may not exist as strongly and inclusion by 

actual strangers may be less indicative of safety than inclusion by members of a tight-knit 

community. 

 The decrease in pain tolerance was not a robust finding; it was a trend, and the effects of 

inclusion on pain sensitivity may be an area of further research. In order to test if inclusion 

affects pain sensitivity, it would be necessary to include a control group that was not included or 

ostracized because with the design of the current study it is possible that the trend may be a result 

of repeated testing and not of inclusion. The conditioned anti-analgesia research could be 

expanded to humans in order to determine if it is possible to condition the feeling of safety in 

people and if that conditioned feeling could lead to increased pain.  

Social Pain and Physical Pain 

Though the data from the study point to stress and safety signals as a potential pathway 

between ostracism/inclusion and pain, the main effects of rejection sensitivity and attachment 

anxiety provide evidence for the connection between social pain and physical pain. The 

participants who reported greater amounts of rejection sensitivity also exhibited lower pain 

thresholds and tolerances, as did those who reported higher amounts of attachment anxiety. 

Social pain is not manifested solely through ostracism, it can also arise from other forms of 

social rejection, and the results from the present study suggest that the tendency to be more 

sensitive to forms of social pain corresponds to higher physical pain sensitivity. Additionally, the 

finding that people who report more closeness have lower pain sensitivity points to a possible 
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buffering effect of a relationship. Another potential explanation for the closeness finding is that 

those who feel closer to their partners have less anxiety about the relationship and therefore less 

sensitivity to social, and possibly physical, pain. The lack of a significant interaction between 

rejection sensitivity and day also suggests that the ostracism manipulation either was ineffective 

or that the stress caused by it lead to a ceiling effect for stress induced analgesia in the 

experimental groups, and the same is true for the null finding concerning attachment anxiety and 

day.  

Group and Sex Differences 

There was however, a significant day by group interaction for the cold unpleasantness 

task when the experimental groups were compared to each other. The cold unpleasantness 

interaction and the subsequent post-hoc testing revealed that the difference between the romantic 

partners and friends was significant, with the romantic partners showing an increase in cold 

unpleasantness ratings from session 1 to session 2, and the friends showing the reverse pattern. 

The stress induced analgesia explanation can be extended to the data on the friends; however, the 

romantic partners exhibited an increased pain intensity following ostracism. Though this finding 

supports the original hypotheses of the present study, it cannot be determined if the ostracism 

manipulation directly caused the increased pain sensitivity in the romantic partners, given the 

other findings of the study.  

The picture is further complicated when the sex differences, specifically for the cold 

pressor tolerance, are examined. There were no significant differences for the females between 

the three experimental groups; however, there were differences in tolerance across days that 

approached significance in the males. The participants in the romantic condition had increased 

pain sensitivity as measured by a decreased amount of time during the cold pressor task as 
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compared to strangers and friends who showed the opposite pattern. The same sex pattern and 

group difference pattern was seen in the cold intensity and cold unpleasantness ratings, though 

those findings failed to reach significance. Across the four pain measures, males also exhibited 

lower pain sensitivity than females, which replicates other findings concerning sex differences in 

pain, though the data on sex differences are inconclusive (Riley, Robinson, Wise, Myers, & 

Fillingim, 1998).  The sex differences found in the current study may also be explained by the 

effects of experimenter gender, since all of the experimenters were female, and men have been 

found to report lower pain sensitivity to female experimenters than to male experimenters 

(Levine & De Simone, 1991). 

Role of Jealousy 

Taken together, these results appear to indicate a potential difference between the cold 

tolerances of males in romantic relationships as compared to the other participants. Additionally, 

there appears to be a difference between participants in relationships and those in friendships in 

terms of their response to the cold pressor task. One possibility for these sex and group 

dependent results could be with the actual Cyberball manipulation. Cyberball is thought to 

produce ostracism and the resulting negative feelings (e.g., decrease in belongingness and self-

esteem) are attributed to that ostracism (Williams et al., 2000; Williams, 2001). Despite the 

evidence in favor of this theory, it is also possible that Cyberball is causing effects other than 

ostracism, which is illustrated in a study that used the Cyberball paradigm to evoke jealousy 

(Harmon-Jones, Peterson, & Harris, 2009). A Cyberball manipulation was found to produce 

jealousy in both same-sex and opposite-sex conditions, though more jealousy was reported in 

opposite-sex conditions (Harmon-Jones et al., 2009). Since jealousy is a potential byproduct of 

exclusion, and jealousy may be more likely to result in conditions of romantic relationships, it is 
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possible that the males in the romantic condition in the present study experienced feelings of 

jealousy in response to Cyberball. While ostracism leads to hurt feelings, jealousy is thought of 

more in terms of feelings of anger and betrayal (DeSteno, Valdesolo, & Bartlett, 2006). It is 

conceivable that an exclusion manipulation involving one’s romantic partner and two other 

individuals could lead to feelings of jealousy and therefore anger.  

Further, since social norms prohibited anger from being expressed during the laboratory 

session, the jealous and angry participants would have had to engage in anger suppression, which 

has been linked to increased pain sensitivity in the cold pressor task (Quartana & Burns, 2007). 

The mechanism for increased pain sensitivity as a result of anger suppression relies on the ironic 

process theory, which states that attempts to suppress anger could increase the saliency of the 

unpleasant aspects of pain, leading to increased pain sensitivity (Quartana & Burns, 2007).  In 

the present study, only the males in the romantic relationships exhibited increased pain 

sensitivity, and while sex differences in jealousy have been supported, those differences tend to 

originate from sexual versus emotional infidelities (Harris & Christenfeld, 1996). Since 

Cyberball does not clearly fit into either of those types of infidelity, it is difficult to determine 

how sex may have contributed to feelings of jealousy. One potential explanation could be the 

perceived dominance of males in athletic endeavors or simply less importance placed by females 

on the results of a ball-tossing game. Anecdotally, when the participants switched rooms with 

their partners for pain testing, a few males in the romantic condition made physical contact with 

their female partners, and females never initiated this contact. One male grabbed the shoulder of 

his girlfriend and squeezed it aggressively, possibly indicating anger arising from jealousy. 

Though anger could also have resulted from ostracism, the possible overlap between ostracism 

and jealousy should be investigated in the future. 
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Pain Measures 

The majority of the significant findings in the present study were found in the cold 

pressor test as compared to the thermal threshold test. Since there were three separate measures 

for the cold pressor and only one with the thermal thresholds, this difference in findings is not 

surprising: there were more possible results to be found with the cold pressor. Additionally, in a 

study that examined the connection between ostracism and pain sensitivity and failed to find an 

effect of ostracism, thermal pain sensitivity was used as the dependent measure (Eisenberger et 

al., 2006). Since tolerance for the cold pressor test has been shown to be affected by blood 

pressure, with hypotensive participants demonstrating lower tolerance than participants with 

normal blood pressure (Duschek, Schwarzkopf, & Schandry, 2008), the effects found in the 

present study for the cold pressor test may provide further evidence for the role of stress induced 

analgesia in ostracism manipulations. Stress and elevated stress response have been linked to 

hypertension, and the cold pressor is even used as a stressor in some stress studies, it follows that 

a manipulation that may induce stress would show more significant findings than a thermal 

threshold test (Carroll et al., 2001).  

Departures from Previous Literature 

In addition to using both the cold pressor and thermal thresholds, the present study 

departed from the previous literature in a few other significant ways. First, and most importantly, 

since the purpose of the study was to examine the responses to ostracism from participants in 

different close relationships, the participants were acquainted with one of the other players in 

Cyberball in two of the conditions (romantic and friend). Additionally, the four players 

(including the two confederates) for each laboratory session were introduced to each other, as 

opposed to having the entire game online without any physical interaction. Though these changes 
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were implemented in order to address the hypotheses, they may have contributed to some of the 

unexpected findings and some of the null results. 

Limitations 

Upon being probed for suspicion, approximately half of the participants responded that 

they believed that Cyberball was rigged. After the first few sessions, the protocol was changed in 

order to create a more convincing cover story about mental visualization and sports imagery, but 

that change only helped slightly. Unfortunately, due to the small sample size and the number of 

participants who were suspicious, analyses could not be run separately for the suspicious versus 

non-suspicious participants. Cyberball has been used effectively on over 5000 participants in a 

variety of studies, and the effects of ostracism using this paradigm have been well replicated 

(Williams, 2007). It therefore appears that the sample of students in the present study departed in 

some way from the norm. The detection of the manipulation may be due to a pervasive disbelief 

that others in the same small community would treat a community member in such a way. The 

results of studies on ostracism at large universities may not be generalizable to small colleges 

due to this potential effect of community. Accordingly, the results of the current study also lack 

the external validity to generalize to other populations. In terms of the execution of the 

methodology, the three experimenters all deviated slightly from protocol in the way they 

conducted the study due to human error, though this effect should not have provided any 

confounds since all experimenters ran a variety of laboratory sessions in different conditions. 

More importantly, the experimenters were not blind to condition and they were all female. The 

possibility of a experimenter sex effect has already been discussed, but there may have also been 

an experimenter bias effect given the non-blind methodology.  

Future Research 
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 Despite the limitations of the present study, the results suggest that further research needs 

to be conducted on the topic of ostracism and the connection between social pain and physical 

pain. Specifically, researchers should investigate whether ostracism affects stress levels and how 

this may relate to stress induced analgesia. Other forms of stress have been found to cause stress-

induced analgesia in humans, such as competition (Sternberg, Bailin, Grant, & Gracely, 1998), 

and future research can compare the effects of known stressors and ostracism on pain sensitivity 

while measuring physiological signs of stress reaction, such as cortisol levels. Additionally, 

inclusion should be studied as a possible safety signal, which would provide an avenue for the 

investigation of the safety signal hypothesis in humans. Ostracism can also be examined in a 

broader context in order to uncover the connections between ostracism and social emotions, such 

as jealousy. Since ostracism and jealousy share similar antecedents, they should be compared in 

terms of their emotional and physical affects on people in different relationships. An experiment 

in which jealousy and ostracism were dissociated with the manipulation could provide clues as to 

whether one of those is more connected, or connected in a different way, with physical pain. 

Future research should continue to determine the overlap between social and physical pain given 

the converging evidence of their similarity to each other. 
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Appendix A 
 

Screening Questionnaire 
 

Web Questionnaire 
Haverford College 

 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to help determine if you are eligible to participate in a 
psychology study that will be conducted during the Spring semester. The study is supervised by 
Prof. Wendy Sternberg, working with Annelise Dickinson ’09, Trina Banerji, BMC '09, and Gili 
Freedman ‘09 in the Haverford Psychology Department. 
 
If you complete the questionnaire below, which should take only about 5 minutes, we’ll enter 
your name into a lottery drawing for a $20 cash prize. As long as you complete this 
questionnaire, your name will be entered into the lottery, even if your responses on this 
questionnaire make you ineligible for participating in the full study later on. 
 
If you completed a similar questionnaire in the past, you might be wondering if it is still OK to 
complete this one. The answer is "yes"! Everyone is welcome to complete this questionnaire, and 
anyone who does so will be entered into the lottery for the $20 prize. 
 
If your responses indicate that you are eligible for the full study, we will contact you within a 
couple of weeks to tell you more about what the full study involves, and to see if you might be 
interested in participating. The full study pays up to $20 to each person who participates. If you 
complete this questionnaire, it does not mean that you are committing yourself to completing the 
full study; you can make that decision later if it turns out that you’ve met the eligibility 
requirements. The ultimate purpose of the full study is to better understand how different types 
of visual images affect pain sensitivity (this is why your eligibility depends on certain kinds of 
health conditions). 
 
We would appreciate it if you would answer the questions below as honestly as possible, but you 
may leave questions blank if you are uncomfortable answering them. If you choose to leave a 
question blank, it will not affect your entry into the lottery for the cash prizes. 
 
Your responses will be kept confidential at all times and will not be shared with any outside 
parties. If you have any questions about the study, please contact Prof. Sternberg at 610-896-
1237 or wsternbe@haverford.edu. If you have questions or concerns about your rights as a 
research participant, you may also contact Prof. Rob Scarrow (610-896-1218, 
rscarrow@haverford.edu). Prof. Scarrow is chair of the Haverford College IRB, which oversees 
the protection of research participants. 
 
  
 
� Please check this box to indicate that you have read the above instructions and that you 
voluntarily consent to have your responses below included in the dataset for this study. 
Thank you for filling out our questionnaire! 
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1. Your gender: 
 
� male 
� female 
 
2. Will you be on campus during the spring semester? 
 
� yes 
� no 
 
3. Are you taking/planning to take Intro Psych in the Spring '09 semester? 
 
� yes 
� no 
 
 
4. Have you taken (or are you planning to take in Spring '09) Social Psych? 
 
� yes 
� no 
 
5. For this study, we are also interested in the responses of subjects that are currently in different 
kinds of relationships. If you wish, you can choose to participate alone or with another student 
(both members of the relationship would need to consent to participate). Please indicate which of 
the following would be your first choice for participating in the study: 
 
 
� Participate alone 
 
� Participate with my romantic partner 
 
First and last name of romantic partner: ______________________ 
 
� Participate with a friend of the same gender 
 
First and last name of friend: __________________________ 
 
� Participate with a teammate 
 
First and last name of teammate: _________________________ 
 
Note that if you identified a partner with whom you would like to participate, we will contact 
them to ask them if they'd like to be a part of the study. If one member of the relationship is not 
eligible, the other can still participate as a single individual. 
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6. Please indicate whether any of the following statements apply to you. We have grouped these 
statements together to protect your privacy. If you check “yes” at the bottom of the list, no one 
will be able to tell which statement you are responding to. 
 
 
    • I have Raynaud's disease 
 
    • I have chronic pain conditions 
 
    • I have heart disease, chest pain, high blood pressure, arthritis, or seizures. 
 
    • I smoke cigarettes. 
 
� Yes, at least one of the above statements describes me. 
� No, none of the above statements describes me. 
� I am not sure whether any of the statements above describes me. 
 
In the box below, you may explain your answer to the above question if you wish, but it is not 
necessary to do so. 
 
  
 
 
  

 

 
In order for your name to be entered into the lottery for the cash prizes, you must enter your 
name and e-mail address in the boxes below. We will also use this information to contact you if 
your responses indicate that you are eligible for our study next semester. 
 
Name _____________________________ 
E-mail _____________________________ 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Your responses will not be submitted to our database until you click on the 
“SUBMIT” button below. By clicking on the SUBMIT button, you are granting your consent for 
your responses to be included in our database. 
 

Submit                 Reset the form 
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Appendix B 
 

Table 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

           

Average Scores on Pain Tests by Sex 
 
Pain Test 

 
Mean 

 
SD 

 
Heat Threshold 

Female
                                Male 

Cold Tolerance 
Female

                                Male 
Cold Intensity 

Female
                                Male 

Cold Unpleasantness 
Female

                                Male 
 

 
 

43.46a
 

45.76 a
 

 
106.11 b

 
159.54 

b 
 

192.61 
143.24 

 
185.07 
136.59 

 
 

3.06 a
 

2.58 a
 

 
63.90 

b 
36.35 

b 
 

45.58 
57.51 

 
50.23 
53.15 

 

                  Note. Higher numbers for Threshold and  
       Tolerance indicate lower pain sensitivity, and lower numbers for  

    Intensity and Unpleasantness indicate lower pain sensitivity. 
         aMeans and standard deviations are in ˚C. 
        bMeans and standard deviations are in seconds. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Cold pressor tolerance during the baseline session and the experimental session for the 

experimental groups collapsed across relationship type and the control (inclusion) group. Points 

represent the mean number of seconds on the cold pressor test and the error bars indicate 

standard errors of the means. 

Figure 2a. Cold pressor tolerance during the baseline session and the experimental session for 

the females in the three experimental groups. Points represent the mean number of seconds on 

the cold pressor test and the error bars indicate standard errors of the means. 

Figure 2b. Cold pressor tolerance during the baseline session and the experimental session for 

the males in the three experimental groups. Points represent the mean number of seconds on the 

cold pressor test and the error bars indicate standard errors of the means. 

Figure 3. Cold pressor intensity rating sums during the baseline session and the experimental 

session for the three experimental groups. Points represent the mean sums of the ratings on a 1-

20 scale, with 1 corresponding to no pain and 20 corresponding to intolerable pain, on the cold 

pressor test and the error bars indicate standard errors of the means. 

Figure 4a. Cold pressor intensity rating sums during the baseline session and the experimental 

session for the females in the three experimental groups. Points represent the mean sums of the 

ratings on a 1-20 scale, with 1 corresponding to no pain and 20 corresponding to intolerable pain, 

on the cold pressor test and the error bars indicate standard errors of the means. 

Figure 4b. Cold pressor intensity rating sums during the baseline session and the experimental 

session for the males in the three experimental groups. Points represent the mean sums of the 

ratings on a 1-20 scale, with 1 corresponding to no pain and 20 corresponding to intolerable pain, 

on the cold pressor test and the error bars indicate standard errors of the means. 
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Figure 5. Cold pressor unpleasantness rating sums during the baseline session and the 

experimental session for the three experimental groups. Points represent the mean sums of the 

ratings on a 1-20 scale, with 1 corresponding to no pain and 20 corresponding to intolerable pain, 

on the cold pressor test and the error bars indicate standard errors of the means. 

Figure 6a. Cold pressor unpleasantness rating sums during the baseline session and the 

experimental session for the females in the three experimental groups. Points represent the mean 

sums of the ratings on a 1-20 scale, with 1 corresponding to no pain and 20 corresponding to 

intolerable pain, on the cold pressor test and the error bars indicate standard errors of the means. 

Figure 6b. Cold pressor unpleasantness rating sums during the baseline session and the 

experimental session for the males in the three experimental groups. Points represent the mean 

sums of the ratings on a 1-20 scale, with 1 corresponding to no pain and 20 corresponding to 

intolerable pain, on the cold pressor test and the error bars indicate standard errors of the means. 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 2a. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2b. 
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Figure 3. 
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Figure 4a. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4b. 
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Figure 5. 
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Figure 6a. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6b. 
 
 


